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Playwright Sarah Ruhl makes it a point to deliberately leave stage directions…well, let’s just say flexible. It’s not as if she doesn’t know what works best, it’s that sometimes she just doesn’t know: theater is, after all, live, transient and very individual to each production of the same script. Dead Man’s Cell Phone is no exception; with an Act 2 “cell phone ballet,” Ruhl admittedly leaves wide open to interpretation. I considered the original usage of the term ballet as “a theatrical representation of story performed to music by trained dancers.” This play speaks about connection where you might not expect. So why not try exploring such a theme within our larger community? We sent invitations to every adult dance organization and listserv we could think of in Charlottesville, asking only that each performer have solid movement skills and participate in at least three performances. Nineteen dancers are sharing in this “ballet” that will be improvised nightly. No performance will share the same configuration of dancers or pre-determined roles. No performance will ever be the same. Using a thematic structure I provided coupled with the lyrical strands of singer Zora Tucker and creative editing by Michael Rasbury and Audrey Edwards, the dancers seek to uncover for us—and for each other—new and memorable connections to contribute to the playwright’s vision of a modern-day “music of the spheres.” Who knows what connections we’ll see tonight? Well, we’ll see.

— Marianne Kubik, Fight and Dance Choreographer
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